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In this work, we describe a detailed study of the Deep Impact (DI) collision site on Comet 9P Tempel 1 as
imaged by the Stardust-NExT spacecraft in February of 2011. This investigation reveals a tentatively iden-
tified, barely resolvable, shallow impact crater located at the previously identified impact site, 49 ± 12 m
in diameter; surrounded by an area of slightly brightened material marking a potential ejecta blanket 85–
120 m in diameter. Assuming that this crater identification is correct, we use this diameter to place fur-
ther constraints on the surface material struck by the DI impactor to yield crater scaling-law constants of
l = 0.45 ± 0.05 (exponential constant), K1 = 0.15 ± 0.05 (linear proportionality constant), and
Y ¼ 1—10 kPa (effective target strength) utilizing the expressions and nomenclature of Holsapple (Hols-
apple, K.A. [1993]. Annu. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci. 21, 333–373). These material constants are roughly anal-
ogous to the material properties of a lightly-packed, ‘dry’ mountain snow. Additional modeling yields
refined values for the total ejected mass produced by the DI event of 1.2 � 106 kg (5.4 � 105–
2.6 � 106 kg), with 60% ± 20% of that mass ejected at greater than the comet’s escape velocity of
1.4 m/s, and producing a relatively thin ejecta blanket with a thickness at the final crater rim of
2.7 mm (0.5–13 mm). These values are consistent with our previous analysis of the Deep Impact event’s
ejecta behavior as seen from the DI flyby spacecraft, as well as the observations conducted by other Earth-
orbiting and Earth-based telescopes.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. The Deep Impact mission

On July 4, 2005, the Deep Impact mission successfully collided a
366 kg, roughly 1 m diameter impactor with the surface of 6.0 km
diameter Comet 9P Tempel 1 at a collision speed of 10.2 km s�1

and an oblique angle of about 60� from the regional surface normal
vector (A’Hearn et al., 2005b). This impact produced a cratering
event that was directly observed by a flyby spacecraft that passed
within �500 km of the comet’s nucleus, in two viewing windows:
an approach phase of observations, made from 0 to 800 s following
the time of impact; and a look-back phase of observations, made
from 45 to 75 min following the time of impact (A’Hearn et al.,
2005a). The solid-particle ejecta plume produced by this cratering
event, first visible at �340 ms after the impact, rapidly emerged
from the impact site and expanded to form a highly visible,
cone-shaped cloud of launched particles that dominated all subse-
quent images taken by the flyby spacecraft (Fig. 1). This prominent
plume remained visibly attached to the comet’s surface as it
ll rights reserved.
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rapidly extended longitudinally (away from the surface) and ex-
panded laterally (along the surface) over the course of the observa-
tions made by the flyby spacecraft. During the look-back phase of
observations, 45–75 min following the impact, the exterior of this
ejecta cone was viewed as the spacecraft departed the comet
(A’Hearn et al., 2005b). These look-back images permitted mea-
surements of the lateral expansion rate of the ejecta cone over a
time span of nearly half an hour, and thus provided a quantitative
means for estimating the magnitude of Tempel 1’s gravity field,
mass, and density (Richardson et al., 2007).

During the first 800 s following the impact, the hollow interior of
the solid ejecta cone was viewed as the flyby spacecraft approached
the comet. Despite having a clean, ‘overhead’ view of the impact site
area (panel (c) of Fig. 1), the scene was so obscured by dust and
particulates produced by the impact that the resulting crater could
not be directly imaged by the flyby spacecraft. To date, estimates
of the size of crater produced by the Deep Impact mission have been
based upon estimates of the total amount of ejected mass produced
during the crater excavation process. In Richardson et al. (2007), we
computed a model-based upper limit for the DI event’s ejected mass
for a strengthless (effective strength Y ¼ 0 kPa) cometary surface of
Mg = 1.8 � 107 kg (1.5–2.2 � 107 kg), found using our determined
Tempel 1 nucleus bulk density of qb = 400 ± 200 kg m�3. This value
corresponds to an upper-limit on the transient crater diameter of
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Fig. 1. Three images from the Deep Impact flyby spacecraft’s High Resolution Instrument (HRI) of the region on Comet 9P Tempel 1’s nucleus that was struck by the impactor
spacecraft in July of 2005. (a) A deconvolved and highly-sharpened view of the impacted facet of the nucleus just prior to impact (17 m/pixel scale). (b) A deconvolved and
highly-sharpened view of the impacted facet of the nucleus just after the impact, showing a rapidly expanding, brightly lit plume of impact-ejected material and its associated
shadow cast onto the comet’s surface. (c) One of the final images of the impact area taken by the HRI, looking down into the heart of the impact ejecta plume. This plume
forms an inverted, hollow cone of material with its truncated ‘tip’ connected to the surface of the comet. This expanding cone of material is roughly 250–300 m in diameter at
its truncated, narrow base, with the parent impact crater located in roughly the center of the oval-shaped gray region just above and to the left of center in this image (the
dark shadow cast by the ejecta plume onto the surface connects to this oval to form a ‘skeleton keyhole’ shape). The impact crater itself remained obscured from sight
throughout the DI encounter, due to ejected dust.
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100 m (85–140 m), and a final, collapsed crater diameter of 120 m
(100–170 m).

However, as the assumed surface target strength is increased,
the crater volume decreases, and the ejected mass drops accord-
ingly. The total ejected masses determined from a variety of
Earth-based observations of the DI event are listed below:

� M = 7 � 107 kg (1 m) from Sugita et al. (2005).
� M = 7 � 106 kg (500 lm) from Keller et al. (2005).
� M = 1 � 106 kg (100 lm) from Harker et al. (2005).
� M = 8 � 105 kg (10 lm) from Lisse et al. (2006).
� M = 5 � 105 kg (10 lm) from Sugita et al. (2005).
� M = 1 � 104 kg (1 lm) from Harker et al. (2005).

where the numbers in parenthesis represent the largest particles
used in the Particle Size Distribution (PSD) model for that particu-
lar study. The above values for the total ejected mass are consistent
with a Tempel 1 surface strength in the range of Y ¼ 1—100 kPa,
with Y ¼ 1—10 kPa being most likely (Richardson et al., 2007).
However, since most of the ejected mass in an impact ejecta plume
is contained within its base and involves the slowest moving ejecta
(Richardson et al., 2007; Richardson, 2011), these studies may have
underestimated the full extent of the actual mass excavated.

Additionally in Richardson et al. (2007), we produced an esti-
mate of the comet’s effective surface strength Y by modeling the
optical opacity of the visible ejecta plume as imaged by the DI flyby
spacecraft and comparing this to the observations, where the plume
opacity is a function of both the plume’s mass–density at a partic-
ular location and the plume’s particle size distribution (PSD). The
ejecta plume’s mass–density is, in turn, a function of the amount
of material ejected during the crater excavation process, which is
itself a function of the target strength encountered by a given
impactor. A low target strength produces a relatively ‘thick’, high
mass–density ejecta plume, while a high target strength produces
a relatively ‘thin’, low mass–density ejecta plume (Richardson,
2011). In that study, we created a series of synthetic images using
the PSD determined via observations made by the Earth-orbiting
Spitzer telescope, from which Lisse et al. (2006) found an ejecta par-
ticle size range of 0.1–20 lm, with a peak at 1.0 lm. We also as-
sumed an individual particle density of qp = 1750 kg m�3: a 50%
mixture of ice and silicate dust particles. These synthetic images
were used to place an upper limit on the effective strength of the
surface at the impact site of Y ¼ 1—10 kPa, with the range of
Y ¼ 1—5 kPa being the most likely. These strengths are consistent
with the total ejected mass estimates listed above and correspond
to a transient crater diameter of 22–41 m, assuming conservative
material constants for the comet’s surface (see Section 3.2). This
transient crater range corresponds to a fully collapsed, final crater
diameter range of 25–50 m, marking our best estimate for the Deep
Impact crater size prior to the Stardust-NExT mission (Richardson
et al., 2007). Schultz et al. (2007) inferred a larger crater diameter,
130–220 m, based upon Earth-based observations of ejected mass
and assuming an essentially strengthless target surface (gravity-
dominated cratering event).

1.2. DI impact site determination

Following the encounter in 2005, the location of the Deep Im-
pact impact site on the surface of Comet Tempel 1 was determined
using three independent methods. The primary determination
method utilized successive frames from the DI Impactor Targeting
System (ITS) to project the velocity vector of the impactor space-
craft onto the surface of the comet as the impactor rapidly
approached (A’Hearn et al., 2005b). This ‘framing’ exercise is
depicted pictorially in Fig. 2, in which 16 nested image frames
‘box in’ the impactor’s velocity vector projected onto the surface,
with the center the thin black ‘‘�’’ marking the impact site to
within ±20 m. The two temporary offsets that occur between suc-
cessive frames are due to cometary dust hits on the impactor
spacecraft. While these hits altered the impactor’s orientation/
camera pointing direction (which was then corrected by thrusters),
they did not alter the spacecraft’s approach vector (at a rapid
10.2 km s�1). Two secondary means of locating the impact site
were also utilized by the DI science team. Firstly, the first few
frames showing the emergence of the impact-produced vapor
plume taken by the DI Medium Resolution Instrument (MRI) were
projected onto a composite, high-resolution image map of the nu-
cleus (Thomas et al., 2007) to mark the location of the impact site
within an accuracy of about ±75 m (Ernst and Schultz, 2007). Sec-
ondly, visible rays in the impact-produced solid ejecta plume were
traced backwards in images from the DI High Resolution Instru-
ment (HRI) to locate the center of crater excavation flow-field
within an accuracy of about ±60 m (Schultz et al., 2007). All three
techniques yield a consistent DI impact site location within an



Fig. 2. A composite series of nested images taken by the DI Impactor Targeting
System (ITS) as the impactor spacecraft rapidly approached the nucleus of Comet 9P
Tempel 1. The nested boxes frame the impactor’s velocity vector projected onto the
surface, with the center the thin black ‘‘�’’ marking the impact site to within ±20 m.
Temporary offsets between successive frames are due to dust hits on the impactor
spacecraft, which altered its orientation/camera pointing direction, but did not alter
its approach vector. This scene is �1800 m across, with the innermost frame
bracketing a region �275 m in width (figure courtesy of Dennis Wellnitz, University of
Maryland). Inset: This image shows a final 64 � 64 pixel image taken by the ITS of
the impact site (�64 m on a side), just before spacecraft rotation (due to dust hits)
took the site out of the field-of-view. The orientation of this image is offset
downward, with the impact site located in the upper 1/3 of this image, just to the
left of center. Body north is roughly to the right in these images, while body west is
roughly in the top direction.
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error radius of approximately 100 m. For a more detailed discus-
sion and re-analysis of the determination of where the DI impact
occurred, see Wellnitz et al. (2013) in this issue.

The inset image in Fig. 2 shows one of the final views of the im-
pact site, as provided by the impactor’s ITS (�1 m/pixel scale),
wherein the impact point is located in the upper 1/3 of this image
due to a rotation of the instrument/spacecraft in the downward
direction due to dust hits. This, and similar ITS frames, suggest that
the dark shadow located in the upper left corner of the inset, and to
the marked impact site’s left in the larger ITS composite image in
Fig. 2, is produced by a small, steep scarp (on the order of a few me-
ters in height), with the scarp’s upper edge located on the right-
hand side of that shadow. This scarp forms the left-hand edge of
a small, relatively flat ledge several meters in width, with the
ledge’s right-hand edge marking the base of a more gradual slope
possessing a much more subdued shadow than that formed by
the scarp to the left. This second slope is also a few meters in ver-
tical extent and forms part of a triangular spur (marked by three
tiny bright patches) extending outward from a higher, left-to-right
running terrace that overlooks all of the above mentioned features:
dark shadow, steep scarp, small ledge, and shallow slope (moving
left to right). This higher terrace, in turn, occupies most of the cen-
tral part of this inset image, with higher terraces evident as one
moves down the image (west to east). As described in Thomas
et al. (2007), the regional terrain around the DI impact site is
underlain by multiple, horizontal layers of order 10 m in thickness,
eroded and exposed to form a complex terrace-and-slope pattern
that generally moves from lower to higher elevations as one moves
from west to east (top to bottom in Fig. 2).
Additional, contributing evidence regarding the local slope at
the DI impact site was observed in the behavior of the ejecta plume
produced by the impact, as that ejecta plume evolved over its first
2 min of expansion and fallout. Our analysis of this behavior, de-
scribed in Section 4.1.1 of Richardson et al. (2007), indicated a sig-
nificant change in the ejecta plume’s axis orientation v over the first
�2 min following the impact: from an initial westward-tilt off the
regional surface normal vector of vw = 45� ± 5�, to a final west-
ward-tilt of vw = 5� ± 5�. Fig. 3 summarizes these findings and our
interpretation of this apparent change in the ejecta plume’s orien-
tation angle v over the course of the first 2 min following the im-
pact. The impact apparently occurred on a westward facing slope
of roughly 1/3–1/2 the size of the transient crater (on the order of
a few tens of meters). This irregular topography would have signif-
icantly affected the reflection of the impact shock-wave off the tar-
get’s free surface, which, in turn, would have severely altered the
directions of the ejecta flow-field established. Although this local
slope causes a spatial alteration in the ejecta flow-field, which oc-
curred while all of the topography was still intact during the initial
shock-wave and rarefaction-wave propagation (which took �1 s),
we witnessed it as a temporal event due to the diverse power-law
distribution of ejecta particle velocities. From the flyby spacecraft’s
perspective, we imaged the effect on the fastest-speed particles
first, and then imaged increasingly slower particle populations as
the plume evolved over time. When coupled with the determined
impact site location from Wellnitz et al. (in preparation, 2011),
the implication of this observed ejecta plume behavior is that the
impact apparently occurred on the slopes slightly above (just west
of) the terrace that occupies the middle 1/3 of the image inset in
Fig. 2 (possessing the cluster of three small white patches and the
triangular spur), and consistent with a location near or slightly
above the center of the black ‘‘�’’ in the non-inset portion of Fig. 2.

1.3. The Stardust-NExT mission

On February 15, 2011, the Stardust spacecraft, as part of its ex-
tended Stardust-NExT (SDN) mission, conducted a flyby of Comet
9P Tempel 1, coming to within 185 km of the nucleus and imaging
the surface with its NAVCAM at a best resolution of �11 m/pixel.
As described in Veverka (in preparation, 2011), this mission had
three primary goals: (1) to investigate the previously imaged por-
tions of the nucleus in order to look for changes that have occurred
over the course of one 6-year orbit of the comet about the Sun; (2)
to image portions of the nucleus not previously seen by the Deep
Impact flyby and impactor spacecraft; and (3) to image the portion
of the nucleus that was struck by the Deep Impact impactor space-
craft. All three goals were achieved by this mission, and the pur-
pose of this work is to investigate the DI impact site in particular
(goal 3) and to determine what additional information can be
gleaned regarding this 2005 impact event and the target material
which it struck.

Fig. 4 contains three images returned by Stardust-NExT of the
nucleus of Comet 9P Tempel 1, showing the face, or ‘facet’ of this
�6-sided body that was struck by the DI impactor spacecraft.
The impact site is located between the two, dark-rimmed circular
features near the center of the middle image: compare these
images to Fig. 2 for context. During its approach phase of observa-
tions, the SDN spacecraft successfully imaged the facet of the nu-
cleus that was previously struck by Deep Impact, at nearly the
same lighting conditions as before, and captured the impact site
in 11 of the 75 total images taken of the nucleus at resolutions
ranging from 46 to 11 m/pixel. The primary difference between
the DI and SDN observations of this facet of the nucleus is in the
viewing angle. The DI observations of this nucleus facet were made
at an oblique angle of about 60� off the regional surface normal
vector, such that the two dark-rimmed, nearly-circular features



Fig. 3. Interpretation of the ejecta plume geometry presented by the Deep Impact
image sequences, in which the impact apparently occurred on a westward facing
slope roughly 1/3–1/2 the size of the final crater produced. This irregular
topography affected the reflection of the impact shock wave off the target’s free
surface, which in turn altered the ejecta flow-field established. Although this was
actually a spatial alteration in the flow-field, that occurred while all of the
topography was still intact, we witnessed it as a time-evolving event, due to the
diverse power-law distribution of ejecta particle velocities. Thus, we saw the effect
on the fastest-speed particles first, and then ‘‘sampled’’ increasingly slower particle
populations as the plume evolved with time (reprint of Fig. 15 of Richardson et al.
(2007).
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are foreshortened and elliptical in the DI flyby (Fig. 1) and impactor
(Fig. 2) spacecraft observations. The SDN observations, on the other
hand, captured this nucleus region almost ‘flat on’, at an angle
much closer to the regional surface normal vector.

Fig. 5 shows a stereo pair and a red-blue stereo view of the DI
impact region on Tempel 1 as seen from the Stardust-NExT space-
craft. These images have been rotated 90� CW from the others pre-
sented in this paper in order to produce proper left-to-right eye
parallax, thus placing Tempel 1 north roughly in the up direction,
west to the left, and east to the right. Generally, higher elevations
are located to the east (right) and lower elevations to the left
(west). The DI impact area, circled in the (lower) merged anaglyph,
sits in the bottom of what appears to be a very shallow, sinuous,
north–south running trough or ‘moat’, with its sunlit facing slope
on the left and shadowed slope on the right. As examined in Tho-
mas et al. (2007), the regional terrain around the DI impact site is
underlain by multiple, horizontal layers of order 10 m in thickness,
which are in the process of being exhumed and eroded to form a
complex terrace-and-slope pattern.
Fig. 4. Three flyby approach images of Comet 9P Tempel 1 taken by the Navigation Cam
after the Deep Impact encounter with the same comet. This sequence of images shows t
impact site located (roughly) between the two nearly circular features in the center of t
2. DI impact crater identification and measurement

As a means for investigating potential changes to the nucleus
surface specifically due to the Deep Impact event, we have
conduced a series of comparisons between the DI impact region
as seen by the DI impactor spacecraft in July of 2005 and the Star-
dust-NExT spacecraft in February of 2011. Fig. 6 (left) shows a
composite view of the impacted region of Comet Tempel 1, con-
structed from images taken by the DI Impactor Targeting System
(ITS). This DI ITS composite shows the pre-impact terrain at
2–10 m/pixel resolution and with the previously-determined im-
pact point located near image center. Fig. 6 (right) shows the
best-resolution SDN image of the same impact region, showing
the post-impact terrain at 12.2 m/pixel resolution, and contrast en-
hanced to bring out surface detail and albedo features as much as
possible. The green circle in the lower, annotated images marks the
�100 m error radius of the DI impact point (Section 1.2). Colored
arrows in the lower, annotated images mark the location of albe-
do/relief features common to both images, color coded with regard
to changes in their appearance between the two images. White ar-
rows indicate dark areas that have become larger/darker, most
likely due to a lower Sun angle in the SDN images by �20� as well
as contrast enhancing performed with the SDN image. Cyan arrows
indicate light areas that have become lighter, also most likely due
to contrast enhancing of the SDN image, with the exception of one
new bright patch located just below and to the right of the upper-
most �300 m diameter quasi-circuler feature (this small bright
patch is more clearly defined in the non-contrast enhanced images
shown in Fig. 5, just to the right of the uppermost quasi-circular
feature). Yellow arrows indicate formerly bright features that have
either faded or disappeared despite contrast enhancing the SDN
image. Very large bright features of this nature were identified
with surface water ice as a result of the DI mission (Sunshine
et al., 2007), and as such, these small patches (on the order of tens
of meters in extent) might be speculated to be short-lived ephem-
eral features based upon their disappearance over the 6-year time
span between these images. Of more particular interest to this pa-
per, however, are the two formerly dark features (indicated with
purple arrows) that have faded significantly, despite contrast
enhancing of the SDN image, both of which are located either in
or near the DI impact site (green circle), this fading being poten-
tially due to the effects of the impact itself.

Zooming in closer, Fig. 7 (left) shows one of the final 128 � 128
pixel images of the impacted region of Comet Tempel 1 taken by
the Deep Impact (DI) Impactor Targeting System (ITS) on its ap-
proach to collision (image elongated vertically due to rectification).
For comparison, Fig. 7 (right) shows a contrast enhanced view of
the same region, taken by the Stardust-NExT NAVCAM just before
closest approach (12.2 m/pixel resolution). The identified impact
region (Section 1.2) roughly occupies the central 1/3 of these
era (NAVCAM) on board the Stardust-NExT spacecraft in February of 2011, 6 years
he same facet of the comet that was struck by the DI impactor spacecraft, with the
he middle image: compare these images to Figs. 1 and 2).



Fig. 5. Top: A normal stereo image pair covering the region of the Deep Impact site on Comet Tempel 1, as seen from the Stardust-NExT spacecraft during its flyby 6 years
later. The diameter of the large ‘crater’ at the top of the image is about 300 m. These images are for viewing with a stereoscope (left image is meant to be seen by left eye).
Bottom: A merged 3D image (or anaglyph) produced using the two stereo images shown above. The circled region indicates the DI impact site within a conservative error
radius of 130 m. Red/blue 3-D glasses are required to view this image (the red filter should be over the left eye). Image credits: NASA/JPL-Caltech/University of Maryland/
Cornell.
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images. In the lower, annotated images, the arrowed, yellow lines
indicate several common features found in both of these images,
tentatively identified due to the low resolution of the right-hand
SDN frame. The most notable difference between the pre- and
post-impact images is that the previously prominent, small, dark,
scarp-spur shadow just to the left of the nominal impact site (cen-
ter of the black ‘‘�’’ in Fig. 2) is now missing, and what appears to
be a shallow, barely-resolvable depression now resides at the loca-
tion of the previously identified impact site, as indicated by the red
bullseye in the lower, annotated images.

This shallow depression, presumably the Deep Impact produced
impact crater, is 4 ± 1 pixels in diameter (49 ± 12 m), and rests with
its lower (eastern) edge up against the scarp that forms the bound-
ary of the terrace located just below the center of the ‘‘�’’ marking
the impact site in Fig. 2. The fact that this is a depression, and not a
dome, is subtly evident in the stereo images of Fig. 5, composed of
a bright arc of pixels in the anti-Sun direction and dark pixels in the
sunward direction in Fig. 7. On the terrace surrounding this shal-
low depression is a �100 m diameter half-ring of slightly bright-
ened material that may indicate a thin layer of impact ejecta
deposit, although this interpretation is speculative. On the one
hand, this half-ring lies in the impactor uprange direction, where
one would expect an uprange gap in the ejecta blanket to occur
due to the oblique nature of the impact, whereas no similar surface
brightening is seen in the downrange direction, where one would
expect the thickest ejecta deposit in an oblique impact (Pierazzo
and Melosh, 2000). On the other hand, if our analysis in Richardson
et al. (2007) is correct in that the impactor struck a small slope fac-
ing the direction of impact, the ejecta blanket would be more sym-
metrical than that from an oblique impact on a plane target.



Fig. 6. Left: A composite view of the impacted region of Comet Tempel 1 in July 2005, constructed from images taken by the Deep Impact (DI) Impactor Targeting System
(ITS). The field of view is �1 km on a side, with a central resolution of �2–10 m/pixel and a solar elevation angle of 42� (image provided by A. Delamere and D. Stern). Right: A
contrast enhanced view of the impacted region of Comet Tempel 1 in February 2011, taken by the Stardust-NExT NAVCAM just before closest approach (�12 m/pixel
resolution), with a solar elevation angle of 23�. In the lower panels, the green circle indicates the DI impact site contained within a �100 m error radius (Section 1.2). Arrows
are used to highlight selected albedo features, and are color coded according to the visible change that has occurred to that feature between the two images (due to either
morphological, lighting, instrument, or processing effects). White arrows indicate dark regions/shadows that have grown darker; yellow arrows indicate light/bright regions
that have faded or disappeared; cyan arrows indicate light/bright regions that have remained or grown brighter; and Purple arrows indicate dark regions/shadows that have
faded or disappeared.
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This identification of the DI produced impact crater is extremely
tentative at best. However, three arguments can be made in its
favor:

� This circular, depression-like feature is centered at the correct
DI impact location and is the best candidate feature within
the �100 m impact site error radius (Section 1.2).
� Previously identified features at this location have been obliter-

ated, namely the small scarp-spur that cast a noticeably dark
shadow just to the left of the DI impact site in Fig. 2.
� This feature is consistent with the DI ejecta plume evolution
that indicated a strike on the slopes and ledges connecting
two terraces (Fig. 3).

Nonetheless, this feature cannot be positively identified as an
impact crater, and it remains possible that the actual DI impact cra-
ter is either smaller and therefore not resolvable at the 12.2 m/pixel
resolution available via the Stardust-NExT encounter with Tempel
1, or the original DI impact crater has been obliterated by cometary
surface processes to the point of non-recognition in the intervening



Fig. 7. Left: One of the final 128 � 128 pixel images of the impacted region of Comet Tempel 1 in July 2005, taken by the Deep Impact (DI) Impactor Targeting System (ITS).
The field of view is �250 m wide, with a central resolution of �2 m/pixel and a solar elevation angle of 42�. Right: A contrast enhanced view of the impacted region of Comet
Tempel 1 in February 2011, taken by the Stardust-NExT NAVCAM just before closest approach (�12 m/pixel resolution), with a solar elevation angle of 23�. In the lower
panels, several tie-points have been drawn between the two images, indicating tentatively-identified common features to both. The feature which best indicates a potential
impact crater at the DI impact site is indicated by the red 3–5 pixel diameter bullseye.
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6 years. In the following discussions we shall proceed on the
assumption that this tentative identification is correct and explore
the material property parameter space associated with a final crater
diameter of 49 ± 12 m in diameter. The possibility of an even
smaller impact crater will be considered where appropriate.

3. Analysis

3.1. Deep Impact crater morphology

The depth of small fresh craters on the Moon and elsewhere is
about 1/5 of their rim-to-rim diameter. Near the rims of such
craters the interior slope is close to the angle of repose and their
cross-sections are approximately parabolic. The apparent crater
illustrated in Figs. 5–7 is only 4 ± 1 pixels in diameter, so it is
difficult to make definitive statements about its shape, but the lack
of a deep shadow on the sunward side contrasts with the deep
shadows cast by many of the nearby slopes, which may themselves
have shallower slopes than the local angle-of-repose, given a local
Sun elevation of 23� ± 2� at the time of the SDN flyby. The rim of
this small circular feature is less bright than its surroundings, pre-
sumably because it is tilted away from the Sun’s direction (to the
lower-right in the images displayed in this paper), but the lack of
a deep shadow on the sunward side of the crater suggests that
the DI crater’s interior is very shallow compared to that expected
for a fresh crater in either rock or granular material with a normal
coefficient of internal friction.

There are several possible explanations for why the DI crater
might be shallower than expected for a typical fresh impact crater.
The dense parts of the DI impactor must have penetrated very
deeply into the low-density surface of the comet, given the 10–1
density ratio between the impactor’s copper nose and collar, at
4000 kg m�3 (Richardson et al., 2005), and the bulk density of
Tempel 1, at 400 ± 200 kg m�3 (Richardson et al., 2007). The early
hot plume of vaporized water and other gases that emerged imme-
diately following the impact indicate that the heat from the impact
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volatilized subsurface ices (A’Hearn et al., 2005b). The fine, �1 lm
powder ejected in the plume (Lisse et al., 2006), would have been
easily fluidized by a small quantity of such gas, whether water va-
por or CO2, and could have flowed considerable distances after the
crater itself opened. Belton and Melosh (2009) have already in-
voked a natural fluidization process of this type to explain the
smooth flows observed on the surface of Tempel 1. Second, seismic
shaking during crater excavation might have undermined the very
porous material surrounding the crater and induced inward col-
lapse immediately after excavation, inducing a variety of small
avalanches around the crater walls that partially filled and shal-
lowed the crater (Melosh, 1989). Finally, even if the initial crater
was deep and its walls steep, volatiles percolating through the
loose surface materials of the comet (especially after those materi-
als were disturbed and fractured by the impact) could have fluid-
ized and thus mobilized the surface in and around the crater to
permit it to gradually creep into the crater during the 6 years be-
tween the DI event and the NExT imaging experiment. In all these
cases the crater diameter would be expected to increase at the ex-
pense of the crater depth, so that the diameter of the transient cra-
ter may have been substantially less than the 30–50 m that we
infer from the images of the 37–61 m final crater described in this
paper.
3.2. Impact site material properties

If our tentative identification of the DI produced impact crater is
correct, with a measured diameter of 49 ± 12 m, this places con-
straints on the material properties of the comet’s surface at the im-
pact site. Fig. 8 shows a plot of final crater diameter as a function of
effective target strength for a material placed in Tempel 1’s surface
gravity field (Richardson et al., 2007) and struck by the DI impactor
Fig. 8. A plot of final crater size as a function of effective target strength for a DI-
type impact into a material resting in the Tempel 1 surface gravity. The diagonal
lines represent various values of the two target material constants within the
impact crater size scaling relationship (Eq. 1): an exponential constant (l), shown at
values of 0.35 (solid), 0.40 (dash), 0.45 (dot-dash), 0.50 (dot-dot-dash), and 0.55
(dot-dot-dot-dash); and a linear constant (K1), shown at values of 0.1 (lower curve
at each l value) and 0.2 (upper curve at each l value). The large, light-gray box
shows the vertical constraints imposed by the Deep Impact mission on the impact
site’s effective target strength, while the smaller, dark-gray box shows the
additional, horizontal constraints imposed by measurements of the final crater
size in the Stardust-NExT images. For context, additional materials are shown using
material constants taken from Holsapple (1993), McClung et al. (2006).
(A’Hearn et al., 2005b), and utilizing the general solution for the
impact crater-volume scaling relationship developed by Holsapple
(1993):
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where ai, qi, mi, and vi are the impactor’s diameter, density, mass,
and velocity, respectively; qt ;Y , and g are the target’s surface den-
sity, effective strength, and gravity, respectively; and where K1

and l are experimentally derived properties of the target material
(see Table 1 for a list of typical values). The advantage of this partic-
ular crater scaling relationship formulation is that it represents a
general solution to the problem and therefore contains both gravity
and strength terms, unlike most cratering scaling-laws, which con-
tain only one or the other, representing either pure gravity-domi-
nated or strength-dominated cratering only (Holsapple, 1993).
The inclusion of both effects permit this expression to be utilized
close to or within the ‘transition region’ between pure gravity-
and strength-dominated cratering, a transition that occurs for the
Deep Impact event at very low strengths, of order 10–100 Pa (see
Fig. 5 in Richardson et al. (2007)).

The exponential constant l is variable between 1/3 6 l 6 2/3,
depending upon whether the cratering event is primarily governed
by the impactor’s kinetic energy (l = 2/3) or momentum (l = 1/3)
(Holsapple, 1993). The linear constant K1 is called the ‘cratering
efficiency’, and is a rough measure of how efficiently the energy
and momentum of the impactor is transferred to the target
material. Laboratory-scale impacts generally have high K1 values
in the range of 0.20–0.24 (Table 1). However, for larger scale appli-
cations of Eq. 1, values in the range of 0.10–0.20 appear to work
best, such as in crater distribution modeling where the impactor
population is well characterized (e.g. the Moon in Richardson
(2009)). In the case of the Deep Impact event, we have used values
of ai = 1.0 m, qi = 700 kg m�3 (the mean impactor density),
mi = 366 kg, and vi = 10.2 km s�1 to describe the DI impactor’s char-
acteristics, and qt = 400 kg m�3 and g = 0.34 mm s�2 to describe the
previously determined Tempel 1 target characteristics (Richardson
et al., 2007).

The solid, dashed, and dot-dash curves in Fig. 8 indicate various
values for the exponential constant in this scaling relationship (l),
while each pair of similar curves indicate two different values for
the linear constant in this relationship (K1). The limits placed upon
the Tempel 1 impact site’s effective target strength Y , shown at 1–
10 kPa (vertical lines), were determined from the ejecta plume
behavior, opacity, and measured values of ejected mass observed
by the Deep Impact flyby spacecraft, Earth-orbiting, and Earth-
based telescopes, as described in Richardson et al. (2007) and Hols-
apple and Housen (2007). The limits on the DI final crater size,
shown at 37–61 m (horizontal lines), are the result of these new
SDN observations, and as such, ‘box in’ the scaling relationship
parameter space to values of l = 0.45 ± 0.05 and K1 = 0.15 ± 0.05.
If the actual DI impact crater is smaller than our tentatively iden-
tified circular feature, then this will push the l value down to
Table 1
Common target properties: Holsapple (1993).

Material K1 l Y (MPa) qt (kg m�3)

Water 2.30 0.55 0.0 1000
Sand 0.24 0.41 0.0 1750
Dry soil 0.24 0.41 0.18 1500
Wet soil 0.20 0.55 1.14 2000
Soft rock 0.20 0.55 7.6 2250
Hard rock 0.20 0.55 18.0 2500



Fig. 10. A plot of ejecta blanket thickness as a function of radial distance from
impact site for the Deep Impact cratering event, as constrained by the determined
values for the impact crater scaling parameters l = 0.45 ± 0.05, K1 = 0.15 ± 0.05, and
Y ¼ 1—10 kPa. The lower dashed line shows the most limiting case of l = 0.40,
K1 = 0.10. The upper dashed line shows the most optimistic case of l = 0.50,
K1 = 0.20. The two thin solid lines show the two ‘mixed’ limits of l = 0.40, K1 = 0.10;
and l = 0.50, K1 = 0.10. Finally, the bold solid line shows the nominal case of
l = 0.45, K1 = 0.15. Letters correspond to the material properties located at the
center (C) and four corners; upper left (UL), lower left (LL), upper right (UR), and
lower right (LR) of the dark gray, boxed region show in Fig. 8. All of these
determinations point to a thin ejecta blanket of only a few millimeters to
centimeters in thickness at the final crater rim, which then rapidly thins with
distance from crater center.

Fig. 9. A plot of cumulative ejected mass as a function of ejection velocity for the
Deep Impact cratering event, as constrained by the determined values for the
impact crater scaling parameters l = 0.45 ± 0.05, K1 = 0.15 ± 0.05, and
Y ¼ 1—10 kPa. The lower dashed line shows the most limiting case of l = 0.40,
K1 = 0.10. The upper dashed line shows the most optimistic case of l = 0.50,
K1 = 0.20. The two thin solid lines show the two ‘mixed’ limits of l = 0.40, K1 = 0.10;
and l = 0.50, K1 = 0.10. Finally, the bold solid line shows the nominal case of
l = 0.45, K1 = 0.15. Letters correspond to the material properties located at the
center (C) and four corners; upper left (UL), lower left (LL), upper right (UR), and
lower right (LR) of the dark gray, boxed region show in Fig. 8.
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the 0.35–0.40 range, indicating a cratering event dominated almost
entirely by momentum and indicative of a granular target material,
such as the sand and dry soil examples listed in Table 1. This is con-
sistent with observations of the ejecta produced by Deep Impact,
wherein a nearly-uniform, extremely small-grained (of order
1 lm diameter) particle distribution was observed (Lisse et al.,
2006).

The terrestrial material with the most similarity to that at the
Tempel 1 impact site is a lightly-packed, ‘dry’ mountain snow, with
respect to density and strength (McClung et al., 2006). Our crater-
scaling parameter values of l = 0.40 and K1 = 0.15 for this material
are assumed, similar to that of a sand or other small-grained, loose
granular material. These avalanche-prone snows are granular, of
low density (roughly 300–500 kg m�3), and possess measured
shear strengths of roughly 3–7 kPa. It is important to note, how-
ever, that ‘‘strength’’ in the cratering context refers to a ‘‘resistance
to being excavated’’ and is more properly thought of as the energy
per unit volume spent in preparing the material for excavation. In
non-porous materials, the effective target strength generally lies
somewhere between the laboratory-measured tensile and shear
strength values for the material (Holsapple, 1993; Holsapple and
Housen, 2007), but increasing porosity adds to the effective target
strength by forcing energy to be expended in the crushing of pore
spaces. As such, the measured effective target strength for the sur-
face of Comet Tempel 1 may be partially or almost entirely due to
the effects of porosity, with little to no actual shear strength pres-
ent (unlike the ‘dry’ mountain snow example).

3.3. Deep Impact cratering event ejecta production

The observed crater size and newly constrained scaling rela-
tionship parameters (l and K1) can also be applied to the excava-
tion flow properties model (EFPM) developed in Richardson et al.
(2007) and Richardson (2011). This model divides the excavated
portion of the crater formed in the target material into 104 concen-
tric paraboloid shells in order to determine the mass of material
within each excavation flow-field streamtube. This paraboloid
shell approach is an approximation of the more rigorous technique
performed by computing a numerical integration between stream-
tubes within the Maxwell Z-model (Maxwell and Seifert, 1974;
Maxwell, 1977). Comparison between the two methods shows that
the paraboloid shell approximation yields results that are within
3–4% of the numerical Z-model integration (depending up Z value).
The final surface ejection velocity of each concentric shell (stream-
tube) is then computed utilizing the expressions described in Sec-
tions 2.2 and 2.3 of Richardson et al. (2007).

Fig. 9 shows the resulting cumulative mass distribution curves
(as a function of ejection velocity), working within the parameter
space of l = 0.45 ± 0.05, K1 = 0.15 ± 0.05, and Y ¼ 1—10 kPa. For
the Deep Impact event, this application yields a total ejected mass
of 1.2 � 106 kg (5.4 � 105–2.6 � 106 kg), with 60% ± 20% of that
mass ejected at greater than the comet’s escape velocity of
1.4 m/s. This ejected mass determination is consistent with the
mid-range of the measured values summarized in Section 1.1, with
those values ranging roughly between 105 and 107 kg depending
largely upon the assumed largest particle size (Richardson et al.,
2007).

Additionally, an ejecta blanket thickness can be estimated using
the technique described in Richardson (2009) and Richardson
(2011). This method takes the ejected mass distribution described
above (divided into 104 streamtube mass units, ejection positions,
and velocities) and computes the ballistic flight distance of each
streamtube while also taking into account the change in the
bounded, circular surface area between each paraboloid shell’s
launch position range and landing position range. Given the target
surface’s density and adding �20% porosity to the landed ejecta to
account for the ‘bulking’ that occurs during the ballistic sedimen-
tation process (Melosh, 1989), yields an ejecta blanket thickness
estimate at each discretized landing distance from the impact site.
This technique yields a relatively thin ejecta blanket for the Deep
Impact event, with a thickness at the final crater rim of 2.7 mm
(0.5–13 mm) as shown in Fig. 10. At the time of excavation, a sig-
nificant fraction (30–60%) of this ejecta blanket would have been
water ice (Lisse et al., 2006; Sunshine et al., 2007), which would
have sublimated over a period of hours leaving behind and even
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thinner solid residue. Nevertheless, this model-based ejecta blan-
ket prediction does support the observations described in Section
2 of only a hint of brighter material on the terrace surrounding
the likely DI impact crater.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we have conducted a detailed study of the Deep Im-
pact collision site on Comet 9P Tempel 1 as imaged by the Stardust-
NExT spacecraft in February of 2011. This investigation reveals a
tentatively identified, barely resolvable, shallow impact crater lo-
cated at the previously identified impact site, 49 ± 12 m in diame-
ter; surrounded by an area of slightly brightened material
marking a potential ejecta blanket 85–120 m in diameter. Assum-
ing that this crater identification is correct, we have used this
diameter to place further constraints on the surface material struck
by the impactor to yield crater scaling-law constants of
l = 0.45 ± 0.05 (exponential constant), K1 = 0.15 ± 0.05 (linear pro-
portionality constant), and Y ¼ 1—10 kPa (effective target
strength), using the expressions and nomenclature of Holsapple
(1993). These material constants are roughly analogous to the
material properties of a lightly-packed, ‘dry’ mountain snow (McC-
lung et al., 2006). Additional modeling yields refined estimates for
the total ejected mass produced by the DI event of 1.2 � 106 kg
(5.4 � 105–2.6 � 106 kg), with 60% ± 20% of that mass ejected at
greater than the comet’s escape velocity of 1.4 m/s, which produced
a relatively thin ejecta blanket with a thickness at the final crater
rim of 2.7 mm (0.5–13 mm). These values are consistent with our
previous analyses of the Deep Impact event’s ejecta behavior as
seen from the DI flyby spacecraft (Richardson et al., 2007), as well
as the observations conducted by other Earth-orbiting and
Earth-based telescopes.
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